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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 15, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALEMAN
FROM: GORDON STRACHAN
SUBJECT: Pat Nixon Museum

Connie Stuart is seeking advice on behalf of the First Lady concerning an individual who could advise the City of Cerritos as it works on the Pat Nixon Museum.

Mrs. Stuart doesn't want "the heavy handed approach of the President's lawyer, Herb Kalmbach." Rather she wants an artist or architect who can advise the City on "display techniques, lighting, etc." Mrs. Stuart called L. Gaunt, the cataloguer, originally but she didn't follow through.

Discussion with Mrs. Stuart indicates that she would accept Kalmbach as the individual generally in charge if some artistically oriented individual were working with the City's museum people. Kalmbach suggests Joe Cannell, the interior decorator who did San Clemente.

Approve Cannell Disapprove Cannell
Other

G> Connie 9/20 - she will call Cannell directly